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Holy Bible Personal Edition
"For the last couple of decades, Timothy Botts has been illuminating
Scripture, in such best-selling books as Doorposts, Messiah, Proverbs,
Psalms, and Windsongs [Here he has] chosen 360 of the greatest Bible
passages and rendered them in his unique style of making words look
like what they mean Features easy-to-read New Living Translation fullcolor artwork, 360 greatest passages illustrated by Timothy Botts new
original Bible calligraphy typeface created by Timothy Botts and his
son Jeremy."--Amazon.

The Holy Bible
The Life Application Study Bible is today’s #1-selling study Bible,
containing notes that not only explain difficult passages and give
information on Bible life and times, but also go a step further to
show you how to “take it personally,” speaking to every situation and
circumstance of your life! It’s the one Bible resource that
incorporates today’s top scholarship in answering your real-life
questions and includes nearly 10,000 Life Application notes and
features designed to help readers apply God’s truth to everyday life.
Now available in this new Large Print brown and tan TuTone design with
thumb-indexed page edges.

Holy Bible
The One Year Bible, which helps customers read the entire Bible in one
year in as little as 15 minutes a day, has a fresh, new look. The One
Year Bible guides readers through God's Word with daily readings from
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the Old Testament, New Testament, Psalms, and Proverbs. The hardcover
and TuTone editions include a FREE iLumina Gold Special Edition CDROM.

Holy Bible: New Living Translation Premium (Soft-tone)
Edition
This weekly meditation Bible offers an invitation to experience Christ
both in His word and in the responses of his followers. Each week,
readers reflect on guided Scripture readings aligned with the church
seasons. Features full-color artwork, quotes, prayers, and poems.

Pocket Thinline New Testament with Psalms and Proverbs-NLT
Featuring notes written by leading evangelist Greg Laurie, the
$lt;I>New Believer's Bible$lt;/I> is designed to help new Christians
understand and grow in their newfound faith.$lt;P>The $lt;I>New
Believer's Bible$lt;/I> is perfect as a gift Bible for evangelism or
for new Christians looking for an instructional and devotional Bible.
It's also ideal for mature Christians who want to better understand
the basics of their faith.$lt;P>$lt;P>$lt;B>Special
Features$lt;/B>$lt;ul> $lt;LI>Easy-to-read New Living Translation text
$lt;LI>Four Feature Tracks instruct and encourage readers in the
Christian faith. Cornerstones covers the basics of Christian belief.
Readers learn about the Trinity, angels, Satan, heaven, love, and
other essential teachings of the Bible $lt;LI>First Steps helps
readers know God and his plan for them. Readers discover how to know
they are saved, find the right church, study the Bible, and much more
$lt;LI>Off and Running shows readers how they can enjoy God's
blessings and direction in all areas of their life such as career,
marriage, family, finances, etc. $lt;LI>Big Questions tackles
difficult questions often asked by new Christians like Why do bad
things happen to good people? $lt;LI>How You Can Know God is a clear
gospel presentation that explains to readers how they can be saved
$lt;LI>Glossary of Christian Terms explains key biblical and doctrinal
terminology in easy-to-understand language $lt;LI>Special Charts
highlight important biblical information: 52 Great Bible Stories,
Prophecies about Jesus, Memory Verses, How to Study the Bible, and
Overview of the Bible $lt;LI>Available in softcover, hardcover, bonded
leather (burgundy), and New Testament softcover
editions$lt;/UL>$lt;P>For information about the New Living
Translation,

The Open Bible
The Slimline Reference Bible in the New Living Translation features a
portable size and quality construction for today’s on-the-go
lifestyle. Classic reference features include a
dictionary/concordance, words of Christ in red, a daily reading plan,
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full-color maps, a ribbon marker, and gilded page edges. Now available
in this beautiful women’s edition. The New Living Translation is an
authoritative Bible translation rendered faithfully into today’s
English from the ancient texts by 90 leading Bible scholars. The NLT’s
scholarship and clarity breathe life into even the most difficult-tounderstand Bible passages—but even more powerful are stories of how
people’s lives are changing as the words speak directly to their
hearts.

Holy Bible
Translates the Bible for teenagers, with illustrations, a "where to
turn" section for passages that address specific dilemmas, and
"express yourself" sections with activities for teens to do in order
to develop their faith.

Holy Bible: New Living Translation Popular (Portable)
Edition
Each day, 3,300 women wake up in America believing abortion is the
only solution to an unplanned pregnancy. In the wake of this tragic
decision, a human life is ended, and a woman’s life is changed
forever. Care Net supports one woman at a time, sparing her and her
unborn child the anguish of abortion. Care Net Centers offer free
pregnancy tests, ultrasounds, parenting classes, material assistance,
and other services to empower women. The Beautiful Everyday Bible
allows you to share compassion and faith with women in crisis by
equipping counselors at Care Net and other crisis pregnancy centers
across America with free Bibles for the women to whom they minister.
This unique Bible has a dedication page that you can sign when you
purchase a Beautiful Everyday Bible. When you buy one, give it to a
woman in need or donate it to your local pregnancy resource center—and
change two lives, forever!

Slimline Reference Bible-NLT
New Living Translation Gift Bibles offer today's most popular
features, including book introductions, a dictionary/concordance,
presentation page, and a durable binding at an affordable price.
Perfect for individual gift giving or for churches. The New Living
Translation is an authoritative Bible translation, rendered faithfully
into today's English from the ancient texts by 90 leading Bible
scholars. The NLT's scholarship and clarity breathe life into even the
most difficult-to-understand Bible passages--but even more powerful
are stories of how people's lives are changing as the words speak
directly to their hearts. New Teal Gingko Leaves Design with Cross

Holy Bible
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The Gift and Award Bible offers today's most popular features
including book introductions, dictionary and concordance, words of
Christ in red, full-color presentation pages and maps, and a durable
binding at an affordable price. Perfect for individual gift-giving or
for churches.

The Gospel According to Matthew
A pocketbook-sized Bible that is small enough to fit in a purse or
pocket. This popular edition of the New Living Translation is now
available in four New Testament bindings.

Premium Gift Bible NLT (Red Letter, Leatherlike, Teal)
"Text edition"--Spine.

The One Year Bible NLT, Tutone
Introducing a new line of canvas Bibles for teens called Zips. Each
Zips Bible has a fashionable and practical zipper closure that not
only accents the cover design, but also keeps the Bible pages
protected. This compact Bible is perfect for the active lifestyle of
today's teens. Features include a presentation page, colored page
edges, the full text of the New Living Translation, plus 26 pages of
extra material in the front to help teens know more about the Bible
and God's plan for their lives. The New Living Translation is an
authoritative Bible translation, rendered faithfully into today's
English from the ancient texts by 90 leading Bible scholars. The NLT's
scholarship and clarity breathe life into even the most difficult-tounderstand Bible passages--but even more powerful are stories of how
people's lives are changing as the words speak directly to their
hearts. That's why we call it "The Truth Made Clear."

Life Application Study Bible
The New Living Translation is an authoritative version of Scripture,
rendered faithfully into today's English. This translation renders
words and phrases as simply and literally as possible, while adopting
a more dynamic approach when the literal English equivalent would be
too archaic for readers to fully understand. This edition for children
is beautifully illustrated.

Life Application Study Bible NLT, Large Print
The publication of the King James version of the Bible, translated
between 1603 and 1611, coincided with an extraordinary flowering of
English literature and is universally acknowledged as the greatest
influence on English-language literature in history. Now, world-class
literary writers introduce the book of the King James Bible in a
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series of beautifully designed, small-format volumes. The introducers'
passionate, provocative, and personal engagements with the
spirituality and the language of the text make the Bible come alive as
a stunning work of literature and remind us of its overwhelming
contemporary relevance.

Bilingual Bible / Biblia bilingüe NLT/NTV
Tyndale is pleased to announce the NLT Catholic Readers Edition,
approved by the Catholic Church for reading and study and including
the official Imprimatur. The Bible includes the New Living Translation
text with deuterocanonical books. It also features book introductions
to aid your personal study. The Holy Bible, New Living Translation
communicates God’s Word powerfully to all who read it. The New Living
Translation is an authoritative Bible translation rendered faithfully
into today’s English from the ancient texts by 90 leading Bible
scholars. The NLT’s scholarship and clarity breathe life into even the
most difficult-to-understand Bible passages—but even more powerful are
stories of how people’s lives are changing as the words speak directly
to their hearts.

Holy Bible, Giant Print NLT (Red Letter, Leatherlike, Teal
Blue)

Tyndale Bible
Full-color maps Presentation page Concordance Dictionary Red letter
Ribbon marker Imprintable 1,600 pp.

Holy Bible : New Living translation
The King James Bible for ebook readers, desktops, tablets and phones.
Including Old Testament and New Testament, this is a wonderful tool
that keeps the scriptures at your fingertips. The translation that
became the Authorized King James Bible was begun in 1604 and in 1611
was published by the Church of England, under the direction of King
James. The translation was done by forty-seven Church of England
scholars, the New Testament coming from the Greek Textus Receptus
(Received Text), the Old Testament from the Masoretic Hebrew text, and
the Apocrypha from the Greek Septuagint (LXX), except for two Esdras
from the Latin Vulgate.

Holy Bible
The New Living Translation is an authoritative version of Scripture,
rendered faithfully into today's English. This translation renders
words and phrases as simply and literally as possible, while adopting
a more dynamic approach when the literal English equivalent would be
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too archaic for readers to fully understand. The result is a
translation that is both exegetically accurate and idiomatically
powerful.

Every Man's Bible
This easy-to-read giant print New Living Translation Bible is good for
those who need or prefer large type. It features a 14-point font size,
words of Christ in red, 16 pages of full color maps, and a
presentation page.

Holy Bible: New Living Translation Standard (Pew) Edition
Tyndale Select Bibles are the highest quality bindings available in
the New Living Translation. Select Reference Editions are the premier
Bibles in the Tyndale Select line. Select Reference Editions deliver
God’s enduring word in a fresh, yet timeless, reading experience. Each
full-grain leather Bible is meticulously handcrafted with excellence,
and Smyth-sewn with the greatest of care to ensure durability,
flexibility, and a lay-flat binding. Handsome editions are available
in black or brown full-grain goatskin leather. Goatskin leather covers
are edge-lined to maximize the suppleness for a luxuriously soft
leather Bible that is a pleasure to hold. Other premium features of
the goatskin leather edition include perimeter stitching, two ribbon
markers, a gold foil frame around the inside cover, and luxurious artgilded page edges, revealing red under gold gilding. The attractive
single-column interior of the Select Reference Edition makes this
Bible enjoyable to read. The line-over-line setting and top-quality
paper maximizes the brightness of the page and minimizes show-through
for optimal readability. Other premium interior features include the
generous 8.75 font, spacious margins, and over 40,000 cross
references. Printed, bound, and meticulously handcrafted at
Jongbloed’s premier bindery in the Netherlands, Select Reference
Editions are Tyndale’s finest-quality Bibles available in the New
Living Translation.

Personal Size Large Print Bible-NLT
This adorable edition of God's Word for girls features the easy-tounderstand New Living Translation text with a soft-fur, bright-neon
LOVE design and silver glittery lining. The BOLD FAITH design on the
back cover encourages girls to live out their faith in ways that bring
God glory. This hardcover deluxe edition also features purple page
edges, neon orange ribbon marker, special presentation page, 8 pages
of full-color maps, and a 53-page dictionary/concordance to help
locate passages on various topics. The New Living Translation text is
excellent for young readers because it is so clear and they can
understand what they are reading! When they can read and understand
God's Word, God can work in their hearts!
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Holy Bible People's Parallel Edition
You can compare the time-honored King James Version side by side with
the immediately understandable New Living Translation. Other features
include an index to Bible promises, a verse-finder, a daily reading
plan, and the words of Christ in red letter.

Holy Bible
La Biblia bilingüe NLT/NTV provee los textos de la Nueva Traducción
Viviente en español y de la New Living Translation en inglés en un
formato paralelo. Estas dos traducciones excepcionales de la Biblia
presentan la Palabra de Dios de una manera precisa y fiel, usando un
lenguaje claro, cálido y de fácil comprensión que le hablará
directamente al corazón. Ahora totalmente revisada y actualizada, sus
características incluyen: Página de presentación Plan de lectura de
365 días Tabla de pesos y medidas Tres mapas a todo color The
Bilingual Bible NLT/NTV provides the texts of the New Living
Translation in English and the Nueva Traducción Viviente in Spanish in
a parallel format. These two wonderful translations present God's Word
accurately and faithfully in warm, inviting, and easy-to-understand
language that will speak straight to your heart. Now completely
revised and updated, its features include: Presentation Page 365-day
Reading Plan Table of Weights and Measures Three full-color maps

Holy Bible New Living Translation
The Holy Bible, Giant Print in the New Living Translation is great for
those who need or prefer a larger, more readable text. The giant
14-point font provides easy reading for people of all ages. The New
Living Translation breathes life into even the most difficult-tounderstand Bible passages--but even more powerful are stories of how
people's lives are changing as the words speak directly to their
hearts.

Tyndale Select Reference Bible-NLT
The New Living Translation is an authoritative version of Scripture,
rendered faithfully into today's English. This translation renders
words and phrases as simply and literally as possible, while adopting
a more dynamic approach when the literal English equivalent would be
too archaic for readers to fully understand. The result is a
translation that is both exegetically accurate and idiomatically
powerful.

The Holy Bible
The product of over forty Bible scholars and seven years' work, it is
the most comprehensive study Bible ever created. Because the New
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Living Translation is already so clear, the notes don't need to
explain the text but instead focus on bringing out the full meaning of
the text, allowing the reader to understand the Bible more deeply than
ever. Features include 25,900 study notes (over 820,000 words), maps,
charts, illustrations, a word-study system, and much more. Feature
details: Ten section introductions provide an overview of the
literature and history of each section of the Bible, showing how the
books are related to each other and to the rest of Scripture. Theme
articles and person profiles (406 total) highlight recurring ideas and
describe the lives of those who inhabit the pages of scripture. Also
includes 100 Greek and 100 Hebrew word studies, 100 quotations from
modern and ancient writers, and words of Christ in red. Another unique
feature is that further reading is recommended at the end of each book
and section introduction.

The Living Bible Paraphrased
Provides the text of the Bible in the New Living Translation with the
words of Christ in red.

Holy Bible
The very large 12-point font of the Personal Size Large Print Bibles
offers a comfortable reading experience for those who need larger
print text or who simply want to reduce eye strain. The font size in
this Bible is so large it is comparable to many Giant Print Bibles.
Deluxe features include words of Christ in red letter, a
dictionary/concordance, ribbon marker, full-color maps, presentation
pages, book introductions, and extra-large thumb indexing. Now
available in a beautiful 3-color design for women. The New Living
Translation is an authoritative Bible translation rendered faithfully
into today’s English from the ancient texts by 90 leading Bible
scholars. The NLT’s scholarship and clarity breathe life into even the
most difficult-to-understand Bible passages—but even more powerful are
stories of how people’s lives are changing as the words speak directly
to their hearts.

The Children's Bible
The Life Application Study Bible is today's #1-selling study Bible.
The notes not only explain difficult passages and give information on
Bible life and times but also go a step further to show you how to
"take it personally," speaking to every situation and circumstance of
your life! This is the one Bible resource that incorporates today's
top scholarship in answering your real-life questions. It includes
nearly 10,000 Life Application notes and features designed to help
readers apply God's truth to everyday life.This large print edition of
the Life Application Study Bible offers the New Living Translation
along with thousands of Life Application notes to challenge readers to
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apply the truths of Scripture to everyday life. The Bible includes
book introductions, in-text maps and charts, personality profiles, and
a topical index.

Girls Slimline Bible-NLT
"The Bible for every battle every man faces! This is a man's type of
Biblestraight talk about the challenges of life. Every Man's Bible has
thousands of notes on topics from work, sex, and competition to
integrity and more and trusted advice from the pros, just for men.
Every Man's Bible is written by the best-selling author of the Every
Man's series, Steve Arterburn. FEATURES -New International Version
text -Book introductions and 44 charts -Study Notes Help you gain a
better perspective on a particular verse or passage -Men, Women, and
GodThis feature focuses on two of the most important relationships in
every man's life: his relationship with God and his relationships with
women -Someone You Should KnowProfiles of men in the Bible and what
their lives can teach us about the importance of faith in our own
lives -What the Bible Says AboutGives insight into the Bible's vital
message on all kinds of topics for daily living -PerspectivesGlean
bits of information from great men who have lived through many of the
same issues and struggles that you face -Personal GoldSound advice
from the pros: Henry Blackaby, Stuart Briscoe, Tony Evans, David
Jeremiah, Gordon MacDonald, Bill McCartney, J.I. Packer, Joseph
Stowell, and Chuck Swindoll."--Amazon.com

Live
Encounter Jesus in a Fresh Way Throughout the Entire Bible Blue
lettering highlights more than 600 passages in the Old Testament
pointing to Jesus--references and promises that show God's love story
for your life. You'll see where Jesus appears, cover-to-cover, in
every book of the Bible. Distinctive blue lettering helps you quickly
and easily discover what's most important in the Bible: Jesus. Build
your understanding--and your faith in Jesus--with these unique
features: Jesus Answers Life's Biggest Questions segments focus on
Jesus' answers to our most common uncertainties and concerns. Jesus in
Every Book introductions to Old and New Testament books, written by
prominent Christian leaders, show how each book in the Bible points
straight to Jesus. "Get to Know Jesus" one-chapter-a-day Bible-reading
plan helps you spend time with Jesus every day. Reframing Jesus BreakOuts place blue-letter references in a larger cultural context, giving
you aha insights into the people, places, and social forces that
framed Jesus' ministry. Jesus Questions draw you closer to Jesus as
you ponder the purpose of his words and actions. And these provocative
questions are great discussion starters for small groups, family
devotions, outreach--anywhere you want to launch a compelling
conversation about Jesus. Jesus' spoken words and references to Jesus
are highlighted with red letters in the New Testament. Names of Jesus
are highlighted throughout the New Testament, giving insights into
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Jesus by examining how writers of the Bible referred to Jesus.
Additional features include: * Easy-to-read New Living Translation *
Hardcover format * Lay-flat binding for easy use * 9-point text size *
Dictionary/concordance See Jesus' powerful story unfold throughout the
entire Bible.

New Believer's Bible NLT
The Open Bible is the study Bible that gets you quickly and fully into
the Word; helping you find what you need! Designed for the hungry
reader, this Bible is filled with amazing study aids including the
classic Biblical Cyclopedic Index.

Holy Bible
The New Living Translation is an authoritative version of Scripture,
rendered faithfully into today's English. This translation renders
words and phrases as simply and literally as possible, while adopting
a more dynamic approach when the literal English equivalent would be
too archaic for readers to fully understand. The result is a
translation that is both exegetically accurate and idiomatically
powerful.

Slimline Center Column Reference Bible-NTL-Large Print
The New Living Translation is perfect for everyone--adults and
children, seekers and believers, pastors and parishioners--anyone who
wants to enjoy the truths of God's Word. Special Features: Clear, easyto-read type Words of Christ in red letter Verse finder Presentation
pages Full-color maps Durable, long-lasting binding Bonded and genuine
leather editions include gold-page edges and ribbon marker.

Holy Bible
This slimline Bible, now available with full center-column references,
features a portable size and quality bonded leather construction for
today’s on-the-go lifestyle. Classic reference features include a
dictionary/concordance, full-color maps, a ribbon marker, and gilded
edges. The New Living Translation is an authoritative Bible
translation, rendered faithfully into today’s English from the ancient
texts by 90 leading Bible scholars. The NLT’s scholarship and clarity
breathe life into even the most difficult-to-understand Bible
passages—but even more powerful are stories of how people’s lives are
changing as the words speak directly to their hearts. That’s why we
call it “The Truth Made Clear.”

Catholic Holy Bible Reader's Edition
Value priced!Now the New Living Translation is even easier to read!
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People needing a large, clearly readable type will enjoy the beauty
and power of God's Word in a way that is easy to understand and
enjoy.Special Features:Clear, readable 12-point type (Large Print)
Clear, readable 15-point type (Giant Print) Easy-to-understand text
Verse Finder (Large Print only) Full-color maps Durable bindings
Presentation page

NLT Study Bible
Today's best-selling study Bible—the Life Application Study Bible—has
been updated and expanded. Over 300 new Life Application notes, nearly
350 note revisions, 16 new personality profiles, updated charts, and a
Christian Worker's Resource make today's number one selling study
Bible even better. FEATURES: Over 300 new Life Application notes and
significant revisions to nearly 350 others 16 new Personality Profiles
Most charts revised to clarify meaning and importance, plus eight allnew charts New information on the intertestamental period Christian
Worker's Resource, a special supplement to enhance the reader's
ministry effectiveness, includes: How to Become a Believer, How to
Follow Up with a New Believer, Mining the Treasures of the Life
Application Study Bible, So You've Been Asked to Speak, and Taking the
Step to Application

Life Application Study Bible
Tyndale’s Bible is credited with being the first English translation
to work directly from Hebrew and Greek texts. Furthermore, it was the
first English biblical translation that was mass-produced as a result
of new advances in the art of printing. The term Tyndale's Bible is
not strictly correct, because Tyndale never published a complete
Bible.
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